
 
 

 

Joy Leaded Glass Panel 

Celebrate the season with this joyful panel 
that can be customized for the holidays or 
made in your favorite colors to enjoy all year. 
 
Project by artist Steena Gaut, pattern by Karina Foster 
 
 

Materials:  
#5257 2” Circle Bevel - 1 pc. 
#5279 2-1/2” Star Bevels - 4 pcs. 
Round H Lead Came (such as #5591 7/32” RH Lead) 
#5606 1/4” Adjustable U Zinc Came - 1 pc. 
#2026 Studio Pro™ Black Cement 
#5543 Whiting Powder 
*Lead came tools, hanging rings, your choice of glass 
and basic supplies also needed.  
(Optional red glass nuggets) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step-By-Step Guide: 
1. Enlarge the pattern found below on a copier approximately 

200% (the circle bevel used as the “O” in Joy should be 2” 
diameter. Produce 2 copies of the pattern at this size. 

2. Position actual bevels on pattern and trace with pencil or 
contrasting color ink pen to adjust surrounding pieces. If 
needed, grind bevels to fit pattern.  
Note: bevels are hand crafted and may vary in exact size or 
shape. 

3. Use lead shears to cut apart 1 copy of your pattern. 
4. Cut and grind glass to fit pattern pieces. 
5. Cut zinc came border pieces to fit the left edge and bottom 

edge of the pattern. Position zinc came and pattern on a 
wood work board with 90° corner.  

6. Stretch Round U lead came, making sure the channel is 
straight (do not allow came to remain twisted). 

 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

7. Beginning with the bottom left corner, position all glass and 
lead pieces to assemble your panel. 
To complete this process, you will work left to right, from the 
bottom toward the top. Assemble glass into the zinc border, 
cut lead to fit between glass pieces, continue. Use horseshoe 
nails with stop blocks or a lead spacer and a glazing hammer 
to hold pieces firmly in place. 

8. Cut zinc came to form the top and right borders of project. 
Position and secure with horseshoe nails. 

9. Apply flux and solder all joints. 
Note: lead came can be melted, make sure your iron is at a 
proper temperature before soldering. 

10.  Remove horseshoe nails, carefully flip panel over and solder 
all joints on the reverse side. 

11.  Add jump rings or hangers to zinc border if desired. 
Note: 1/4” Adjustable U Zinc borders work nicely with wood 
framing stock if you prefer to build a wood frame. 

12.  Use a scrub brush to apply black cement to your project, 
taking time to carefully work cement under lead came at 
each lead line. Flip project over and cement from reverse. 

13. Apply whiting powder using a clean scrub brush. The whiting 
powder should cause excess black cement to ball up and be 
brushed from the panel surface. Flip panel over and apply 
whiting powder to the reverse. 

14. Use a Fid or similar tool to clean excess cement from corners 
or at lead lines. Be careful not to pull all cement out from 
between lead and glass. 

15. Lay your panel on a flat surface to dry for 48 – 72 hours. 
During this time, use your Fid to clean any additional cement 
that seeps from under lead lines on both sides of the panel 
periodically (2 or 3 times a day). 

16. (Optional) Add holly leaves and berries design. They can be 
glued, or copper foiled and tack soldered to your project. 

 



 
 

 

 
*Dotted pattern lines indicate optional overlay pieces that are glued or plated onto your 
assembled panel.  
 


